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SAN TASK LAWYERS TO TAKE THEIR PROFESSION MORE SERIOUSLY
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have the existence of today as an opportunity to restructure their guilds.

“It is what is being done now that ultimately counts. How glorious yesterday was, the poor use of today can pollute or degrade the good of yesterday.”

Yesterday’s “today” continues to use the vast reservoir of yesterday for the purpose of making laws to improve the society and positively affect the people. The people believe that law is a flowing river that constantly gathers the filth of yesterday and that the people must bring forth and carry them away with the powerful current of today’s flow of fresh waters.

The impact of continuous legal education is seen only in the “today” of the lawyer, since

it recognises that the application of law to recurring within the society is currently facing problems, brought about by the complexity of human activity and both in the individual and in relationships. The result is that yesterday leaves a legacy of the blood of errors that undermine the fabric of society. Some errors are costly. They might have resulted in wrongful convictions, deprivations of settled claims and more.

The beauty of today is that it prevents the occurrence of similar mistakes, and when there are, it brings about new knowledge about tomorrow’s danger, for which the lawyer has already made study of.

The Vice: Chancellor of the University, Professor Abdulkabiru Ambali congratulated the leadership and the entire members of the society for making the University proud as the best law faculty in the country as recently declared by the Council of Legal Education and urged them to keep it up.

He also admonished the students to equip themselves sufficiently, reading voraciously, learning vigorously and prepare seriously for the future.

Ambali also changed the students to emulate the honoree, Mr. Layi Bahabade (SAN) who he described as a scholar of high repute that has edited and published 480 editions of the judgment of the Supreme Court of Nigeria and is still indexing.

Also, the Dean of the Law Faculty, Dr. Yusuf Arowosaiye thanked the student for their thoughtful presentation in recognizing leading lawyers of the country and their initiatives in making the University proud in terms of the quality of its content and production since its establishment.

I am hopeful that very soon the Jurist will have the ideas of the world to mention but few”, Ambali noted.

The Jurist has experienced changes in terms of the quality of its content and production since its establishment. It is laudable for seeking to protect the quality and the production since its establishment.
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